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A Poset which is Shellable but not Lexicographically Shellable
JAMES W. WALKER
We present a simple example of a regular CW complex which is not shellable (in a sense
defined by Bjorner) but whose barycentric subdivision is shellable. Its poset of faces is shellable
but not lexicographically shellable.
A pure dimensional finite simplicial complex is said to be shellable if its maximal closed
cells can be ordered Flo F2 , ••• F; in such a way that Fk (\ (U~~ll FJ is a nonempty union
of maximal proper faces of Fk for k = 2, 3, ... ,n. A poset P is shellable if its order
complex (the abstract simplicial complex whose vertices are the elements of P, and whose
open simplices are the chains of P) is shellable. Bjorner [2] defined a condition on posets
called (edgewise) lexicographic shellability and proved that it implies shellability. Later,
Bjorner and Wachs [3] defined a more general property, called chainwise lexicographic
shellability, which still implies shellability. Then they proved [4] that chainwise lexico-
graphic shellability is equivalent to a property called recursive atom orderability. Finally,
Bjorner observed [1] that when the notion of recursive atom orderability is applied to
the dual of the poset of faces of a regular CW complex, one obtains a recursive definition
of shell ability of CW complexes that generalizes the original definition of shellability of
simplicial complexes: Let K be a pure dimensional regular CW complex, and let Flo
F2 , ••• , F; be a linear ordering of the maximal cells of K. We say that Fh F2 , ••• , F; is
a shelling order if K has dimension zero or if, for all k, the boundary of Fk has a shelling
order which begins with a shelling of F; (\ (U~~ll FJ, and Fk (\ (U~~; FJ is nonempty
unless k = 1. In the simplicial case, the definition becomes simpler because the boundary
of a simplex has the property that every order is a shelling order. Thus K is shellable
just in case the poset of faces of K is recursive coatom orderable, and it should also be
noted that the barycentric subdivision of K is shellable just in case the poset of faces of
K is shellable.
In a private conversation, Michelle Wachs pointed out that if one could find an
unshellable regular CW complex K whose barycentric subdivision is shellable, then the
poset of faces of K would be an example of a poset that is shellable but not recursive
coatom orderable (hence not dually CL shellable). That is the approach that we take
here. Wachs and Andrew Vince [6] have independently produced another such example,
which is larger but closer to being simplicial.
We now present a regular CW decomposition K of the cube [0,4] x [0,4] x [0, 4] which
is not shell able but has a shellable barycentric subdivision. The 3-dimensional cells are:
cell 1 = [1, 3] x [0,1] x [1,3] u [1, 3] x [3,4] x [1,3]
u [2, 3] x [1,3] x [1,2] u [1, 2] x [2,3] x [1,2],
cell 2 =[1,3]x[0,4]x[0, l]u[I,3]x[0,4]X[3,4]
u [1, 2] x [1,2] x [1,3] u [2, 3] x [1,2] x [2,3],
cell 3 = [0,1] x [0,4] x [0,4] u [3, 4] x [0,4] x [0,4]
u[I,3]X[2,3]X[2,3].
Each of the 6 pairwise intersections of these cells and the boundary of the cube has 2
components, so there are 12 cells of dimension 2. The cells of dimensions 1 and °are
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similarly defined so as to get a regular CW decomposition with as few cells as possible;
there are 16 cells of dimension 1 and 8 cells of dimension O.
Since the intersection of any two of the maximal cells is disconnected, hence unshellable,
the complex K is unshellable. (It is possible for a shell able complex to have some
disconnected pairwise intersections. The point is that no two cells could be the first two
cells of a shelling.) A shelling of the barycentric subdivision was obtained by a computer
search; since its existence is the point of interest, we do not present the shelling here. It
is perhaps also worth noting that if one attaches another 3-dimensional cell along the
entire boundary of K, one obtains an unshellable regular CW decomposition of the sphere
53. The problem of finding an unshellable simplicial subdivision of 53 is still open,
although Vince [5] has found a pseudosimplicial example.
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
The note added in proof in reference [5] says that the existence of an unshellable
triangulation of 53 has been shown by C. Kearton and W. B. R. Lickorish.
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